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Malo’o Waterproof Backpack
Malo'o innovative waterproof backpack was
specifically invented to help adventurers like
you keep your items safe and dry. The
backpack’s material consists of properties that
make it impossible for water or any type of
precipitation to penetrate and flow through the
bag. That keeps all of your important gear,
eatables, electronics, and other delicate items
secure from getting damaged by water. The
material is referred to as DryCore technology. 

https://malooracks.com/products/maloo-drypack-backpack


You should look into the features that the Malo’o waterproof
duffle bag can offer you. Just like its other iteration of bags, the
duffle bag is made with DryCore Technology as well. With this line
of Malo’o roll-top duffle bags, you will no longer need to worry
about finding a huge bag to keep all your gear. This duffle bag is
also spacious enough to store a cacophony of items. These bags
are so airtight that you can partake in activities such as kayaking,
surfing, paddleboarding, fishing, canoeing, snowboarding, or outing
anywhere near wetlands and snowy areas without a single worry. 

Keep Important Items Dry With Malo’o
Waterproof Duffle Bag

https://malooracks.com/products/maloo-waterproof-duffle-dry-bag


Apart from the weight of the products you will
be carrying, you need not worry about the
added weight of the bag as it is quite
lightweight. Moreover, the bag is made of
materials that are quite durable. Plus they look
quite stylish as well. The bags’ materials consist
of fabric that offers waterproof protection of
IPX6 level. To get more technical, it comprises
commercial-grade 500D PVC. This helps the
bag offer you long-lasting s durability as well as
superior performance. 

what makes malo'o dry
backpack so special?



qualities of Malo'o Waterproof
duffle bags

The Malo’o duffle bags happen to be thermo-welded as well. That
is why the bag is so resistant to harsher and colder climates. Now,
the bags happen to be available in various sizes. You can pick the
size that would be most suitable for your necessities. The
waterproof bags come in the following sizes, 40L, 60L, as well as
100L sizes if you are going for a long trip that requires heavy
artillery. You could practically pack weeks’ worth of items for your
trip with these bags. And if that was not enough, the bags also
come with It a spacious front pocket that is water-resistant. 

https://malooracks.com/products/maloo-drypack-backpack


You can shop today through
the website or mail us for
any queries
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